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COMPOSITION FACTORS FOR INDECOMPOSABLE MODULES

DIETER HAPPEL

ABSTRACT. Let k be a field and A be a finite-dimensional algebra over k hav-

ing only a finite number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable A-modules.

Let M, N be two indecomposable A-modules. Then a homomorphism /: M —►

N is said to be irreducible if for every factorization / = gh, g is split mono

or h is split epi [2]. The aim of this note is to give an elementary proof of

the fact that the indecomposable A-modules are completely determined, up to

isomorphism, by their composition factors if there is no chain of irreducible

maps from an indecomposable module to itself. This theorem was first proved

in [5] involving the theory of tilted algebras.

By mod A we denote the category of finitely generated (right) A-modules and

indA denotes the full subcategory of mod A consisting of the indecomposable A-

modules. A is said to be of finite representation type if indA consists only of a

finite number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules. Let Si,..., Sn

be the simple modules and let P(j), 1 < j < n, be the indecomposable projective

module with topP(j) = Sj. Let M be in mod A. The number of times Sj occurs

in a composition series of M clearly equals dimEndP(J)Hom(P(y), M). This defines

a vector dim M = (dimHom(P(,7'), M))j usually called the dimension type of M.

For example consider the following four-dimensional algebra given by

A = ,a,b,c,de k¡.

fa 0 0 0\

0 a 0 d

c 0 b 0

Ao 0 0 bj

Then A has exactly four indecomposable modules namely Si, S2, P(l) and P(2)

and obviously dim P(l) = dim P(2). For the convenience of the reader we will recall

some of the basic notions in representation theory [2]. Denote by Aop the opposite

algebra and by D = Hom(—, k) the usual duality from modAop —► mod A. Let

M be an indecomposable nonprojective A-module. Consider a minimal projective

resolution P'—>P^+M —► 0 then by definition TrM = Cok(Hom(e, A)), hence

D Tr M is again an A-module. Dually we can define Tr DM for any indecomposable
f g

noninjective A-module. A nonsplit exact sequence of A-modules 0 —* X—>Y—>Z —►

0 is called an Auslander-Reiten sequence provided X and Z are indecomposable

and satisfying either of the following equivalent conditions:

(a) Given a nonisomorphism h: M —► Z with M indecomposable, there is a

t: M —* B such that h = gt.

(b) Given a nonisomorphism j: X -*■ N with N indecomposable, there is an

s:Y—>N such that j = sf.
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A nonsplit morphism X—*Y with X indecomposable and satisfying (b) is called

a left almost split map.

The existence and uniqueness theorem says that given any nonprojective in-

decomposable module Z there is a unique, up to isomorphism, Auslander-Reiten

sequence 0—> DTtZ —> Y -+ Z —► 0 and, dually, given any indecomposable

noninjective module X there is a unique, up to isomorphism, Auslander-Reiten

sequence 0->X-»y-» TrDX —» 0. For X indecomposable there is a unique,

up to isomorphism, minimal left almost split map, X —► Y. If X is noninjective

then Y is the middle term of the Auslander-Reiten sequence starting with X. If

X is injective then Y = X/socX. To A we can associate the Auslander-Reiten

quiver T(A) in the following way: T(A) has as vertices representatives from the

isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules. There is an arrow from a class M

to a class 7Y if there is an irreducible map from M to N. This is a locally finite

graph having in general several connected components. A component C of T(A) is

called preprojective provided C does not contain oriented cycles and all M G C are

of the form Tr DnP for some n G N and some indecomposable projective module

P [5]. We will use the following facts for modules in C. If X, Y G C such that

Hom(X, Y) ?¿ 0 then there is a path from X to Y. On the other hand if there is

no path from X to Y then Hom(X, Y) = 0. We allow the trivial path of length

zero to be a path.

THEOREM. Let C be a preprojective component ofY(A). Let M, N be in C with

dimM = dim TV then M = N.

PROOF. Let X be in C. There is an indecomposable projective P in C and a

path from P to X. Denote by c(P, X) the maximal length of all such paths. Let

h(X) = max c(P,X) where P runs through all projective modules in C having a

path to X. Since C does not contain an oriented cycle we have that h(X) is finite

for X G C. Observe that for X nonprojective we have h(X) > 0. Now assume

M is not isomorphic to N. Consider the left almost split maps M —► B and

N ->E. Let B = ©¿=1 Bu with Bt indecomposable and E = ®j=1 Ej, with Ej

indecomposable. Consider the following subsets of the vertices of Ó- y i = {Y G C\

there is a path from Y to P¿} and Zj = {Z G C\ there is a path from Z to Ej}.

Let y = UI=i y i and Z = \J°=1 Zj-
Let y = {Y' G C\Y' = DTrY for Y G y} and Z' = {Z' G C\Z' = DTtZ

for Z G Z}. Clearly M £ y and N G Z'. Without loss of generality we may

assume N G y. Otherwise we would have N G y and M G Z'. This means

TtDN G y i for one i and It DM G Zj for one j, hence there is a path from

TtDN to Bi and a path from TrL>M to Ej. But this will give an oriented cycle in

C contrary to our assumption. We prove by induction on h that for all Y G ¿/ we

have dimHom(Y, M) = dimHom(Y", N). Indeed if h(Y) = 0 then Y is projective

and the assertion follows from the fact that dim M = dim N. If h(Y) — n then

either Y is projective and again the assertion follows from our hypothesis or else Y is

not projective. In this case consider the Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 —► DTtY —►

E -r Y -> 0. Let E = ®*=1 Ei with the Et indecomposable. With Y G y

we also have DTrY, P¿ G y and h(DTrY) < n and h(Et) < n. Now apply

the functors Hom(—, M) and Hom(—, N) to the above sequences. Since ÖTrY^

M, N these functors are exact, hence dim Hom(Y, M) = dim Hom(Y, TV). Now

consider again the minimal left almost split map M —► B. Since M, P¿ G ¿/ we have
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dimHom(M,M) = dimHom(M,N) and dimHom(P¿,M) = dimHom(P¿,/V).

The first equation tells us that Hom(M, 7Y) ^ 0. On the other hand we have

Hom(S, M) = 0 since C does not contain an oriented cycle thus Hom(P, N) = 0.

But this gives the desired contradiction. Namely if / G Hom(M, TV), with f f^ 0

we get a nonzero map from B to /Y by the property of the left almost split map.

Hence M = N.

We have the following immediate application to algebras of finite representation

type.

COROLLARY. Let A be of finite representation type and indecomposable as

algebra. Suppose T(A) does not contain an oriented cycle. Then the indecomposable

modules are determined, up to isomorphism, by their composition factors.

PROOF. If A is indecomposable as algebra then it is well known that T(A) is

connected [1]. Hence T(A) is a preprojective component.

Examples of classes of algebras of finite representation type without oriented

cycles in their Auslander-Reiten quiver may be found in [3, 4, 5].
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